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‘IW33ALTITUDE LABORATORY FOR THE TESTING

By H. C. DICKINSONmd H. G. BouTmL.

OF AIRCRAET ENGINES.

INTRODUCTION.

A brief description of the altitude laboratory constructed at the Bureau of Standards for
the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautic vise published in the third snnual report of
this committee. This description was prepared shortly after the equipment had been completed
and before a sufficient number of observations had been made ta much more than demonstrate
the practicability of operating airplane engines in a test chsmber at any d@red air preeeure
and analyzing their performance. Since the preparation of that report the laboratory has
been in continuous servzicefor more thau a year, except for the occasional delays incident to
the usual minor revisions of apparatus and perfecting of .mems and methods of observation
to be expected in any new research work. It may be stated, without reservation that the
laboratory h= fully justi6ed the most sanguine expectations as to ita practicability and has
already yielded results of much importance.

FACTORSIN ENGINEPERFORMANCESTUDIESIN THE ALTTI!UDELABORATORY.

The principal factors in engine performance, aside frcun general reliability and useful Me,
which can be determined only from statistics of perfommnce of a large number of engines, are
as follows:

(1) Horsepower and brake mean efktive pressure at full throttle foh
(aj
(b)
(c)
(a)
(e)

w
Q)
:;

All & pressures down to the ~west ta be encountered in flight.
Ml air temperature h be expected.
AU operating speeds.
DifFerentgrades of fueL
Various gasoIin*air proportions. -
Various svark settings.
Various ~ket water tiperatmw.
Various .LI temperatures.
Various back pressures on the exhaust.

@) Horsepower and brak~ mean efleotive prwsure at part throttle, under the same con-
ditions as (l).

(3) Mechtical ICES*:
(a) Totsl meohanicel l-es at operating speeds under any condition mentioned

in (1) and (2) with fti and part throttle.
(b) Ekxnents of mechanical loss, including friction of bearings, friction of pistm

on cyIinder walk, pumping losses, and variation of th=e losses with oil
temperature or viscosity.

@) Heat distribution, inchding the following:
(a) Total heat of fuel.
(b) Heat equiwikmt of brake horsepower.
(c) Heat loss in jacket.
(d) Heat 10SSin exhaust.
(e) Heat 10SSin direct radiation.
~ Heat gain in combustion of lubricating oil.
(g) Heat lost through mxihanical friction.
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The dependence of theee qu@&iea on—
1. Air density and temperature.
2. Engine speed.
3. Mixture ratio (fuel to air).
4. Atomization of fuel.
5. Composition of fuel.
6. Throttle O~iIlg.

(6) Fuel consumption, depending upon—
(a) Air density.
(3) & temperature.
(c) Engine speed.
(d) Throttle opening or power output.
(e) Carburetor adjustments for maximum power, or for maximum economy.
(j’) Miscelhmeoua operating conditions.

(6) Exhaust gas tumlyais:
(a) Quality of exhaust for the ditlerent operating conditions listed in (5).

(7) Pressure distribution in power stroke-
(a) h s&wted by engine operating conditions at various air densities and with

fuels of dit%rent compositions and with various timings of the ignition.
(8) Oil consumption.
(9) Oil detioration.

(10) Carburetor performance:
(a) Compensation for variations in a~ospheric prewre.
(lJ) Compensation for throttle changes.
(c) Compensation for varying air temperatures.
(d) Idling and acceleration characteristics.

(11) Supercharging devices as applied to engines.
(12) Low air pressuras and t.ampemturee as aikcting general performance of engines and

Iniscelhuleous accworiw.
The altitude laboratory has been designed and equipped b supply data concerning most

of the forqgoin.g factcna.

PROVISIONSFOR CONTROLLINGOPERMTNGCONDITIONS.

The conditions of air presmre and temperature, as well as humidity if necessary, can be
varied and controlled at will ta simulate conditions at altitudea as high as 30,000 feet; the
pressure being indep~dently controlled at the intake and exhaust of the engine, as well as in
the @t chamber.

Temperature of the jacket water is controlled either automatically or by hand; and oil
temperatures can be regulated by means of special arrangmmnta adaptsd to the particular
engine under teat.

Eugine speed and load are controlled by means of an eLectricdynamometer, combined with
a water brake to care for excms load. Mixture ratio, spark setting, etc., are adjustad in the
usual manner from outside the chamber.

PROVISIONSFORMEASUREMENT.

Torque and speed are measured by direct methods, while fuel consumption is determined
by direct weighing, with a rate of flow meter for convenhmce. Separate weighing tanks are
provided in order to compare dMerentifuels.

Rates of water flow are measured at the following points by means of calibrated Venturi
meters:

(a) ~ the water jacket Iine, measuring water circulation through the cylinder
jackets.

(5) In the line supplying cooling watar to the exhaust, permitting measurement of
the heat in the exhaust.

(c) In the line supplying cooling water to the oil cooler, permitting measurement of
the heat in the oil.
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Rate of air flow to the carburetor is measured by means of a large venturi tube, which has
been compared with a Thomas meter, the lattar also having been used for metering the intake
air. Where the carburetor design permits of it, meamrements of air flow may be made by.
previous calibration of the carburetor choke m the carburetor test plant at different air densities.
This is a newly developed method which offers promise of excelkmt results.

The rate of oil flow is to be measured in special cases by oiI Ventmis, but these have not
yet been completed.

pressure measurements are made at numerous points, depending upon the SPCCMproblem . -, . .
in hand. For this purpose, there &e provided m adequate number of copper tube connections
running from the chamber to a gauge board on the outside, which @ fitted with glass U tubes
for use with mercury or water as maybe required. This gauge board is dwcriied in detail in

,-. .. .-—.

a subsequent paragraph.
+.

Measurements of maximum compression pre=ure and maximum explosive pressure are
made by two different types of pressure indicators, which give ve~ satisfactory check rwndts.
No satisfactory measurements of cylinder pressures, other than maximum pressures have yet
been made. Much time has been devotid to the perfecting of a satisfactory pressure indicator.
This device has now reached the stage of trial observations and pmmisee good results. None
of the several pressure indicators on the market can be readily adapted to use on an engine in a

.—.

closed test chamber, where the indicator can not be reached by the operator. The design under
construction is adapted to this condition.

Temperature measurements are all made by mems of calibrated thermo-electric coupks,
“which in the hands of a skillful obsemer can be relied upon to an accuracy of 0.10 F., or much
better than this if occasion requires.

Exhaust gas samples can be withdrawn from any one of the cylinders of a twehs+ylinder
eq$ne by means of copper tubes connected to the independent exhaust numifold of each cylinder.
Comparatively few exhaust gas analyses have been made up to the present time. Apparatus
has been perfected and is under construction which wHIpermit of continuous indication of all
the important conatituants of the exhaust gases, but the spparatus is not yet complete.

GENERALDESCRIPTIONOF THE ALTITUDEIABOBATOBY.

Briefly, the laboratory consists of a concrete chamber, within which the engine is mounted,
and from which the air may be exhausted ta any pressure as low as one-third of an atmosphere,
by means of a Nash cantrifugal exhauster.

.
At the same time the air is cooled to a temperature

corresponding as nearly as possible b that encountered at the altitude of the t-t, by passing it
over refrigerating &iIs. In the interior of the chm.nber electrically drhn fans are mounted
which circulate the air over the coik wnd about the me. As bafore mentioned the power
of the engine is absorbed and mewmd by an electric dynamometer and a water brake mo~ted
outside the chamber and cmmected to the engine through a flexible coupling. The geueral #
arrangement of the laboratory is sho~ in &ure 1.

It wi.11thus be seen that the conditions encountered in actual fIight can be closely duplicated,
while at the smne time alI the necesary data may be takeu ~d etiy mmrded ~der tie most :
favorable conditions for observation. A detailed description of the laboratory follows:

BUILDING.

The rdtitude laboratory is housed at present in a temporary ImiMhg of fr=me md Stum, ,
having a rectmguk floor plan, measuring about 24 by 50 fed. In the near future the pr=ent
equipment, together with a duplicata set of appamtus, will be set up in a permanent brick and
concrete structure, which is being built especially for this purpose. There me no features of
the present buikling to call for special comment.

— —

.. .-

THE ALTITUDE OHAMBEE.

Early in the preliminq work it was decided that in order h obtain satisfactory results
the engine under test would have to be surrounded by the conditions obtained during an actual
flight. This necessitated the design of a bst chamber of Su.f8.cientsize h accommodate the
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largest engine with the necessary auxifiary apparatus, such as cooling cuils and fans, and with
.mfEcisntspace to work around the engine for adjustments and repair. To meet these req@e-
ments a concreta chamber, 6 feet 2 inches wide by 15 feet long by 6 feet 6 inches high, inside
measurements, was constructed. The walls of the chamber are 1 foot thick, heavily reinforced
with ~~-inch Skd bars to withstand the plW9W0 of the atmosphere outside the chamber.
There are two doors opening on opposite sides of the chmnber, 4 feet by 6 feet 6 inch= in size.
The doors swing on hinges and close against heavy rubber gaskets. They me built up of 2 by 7-
inch oak beams, 4).4 feet long and spaced 7 inches between centers, the outside being covered
with )-+inch soft wood ~oosely held with headlw naik, and covered over with air-proof roofing
paper. This construction was adopted to safeguard against possible explosions inside the
chamber, in which me the light revering of the doors might be blown off without injury to the
concrete walls. Each door contains three smaU ghss windows through which a view of the
engine may be obtained during a test. The interior of the chamber is Lined with cork for
irmdation, and to guard r@nst excessive air leaks; the outside is covered with a very heavy
coating of asphalt paint.

The chamber may be considered as divided into two parts, the ilrst containing th~ engine
and the second the caoling coils. The engine is mounted on a special stmd at the right end
of the chamber as shown in figures 1 and 9. In order b control the engine during a test, cables
are led from the spark and throttle Ieveml etc., through holes in the walls. The walls are also
pierced for the necessary pipes and wiring, each hole being closed by a flange and gasket, through
which the connections are made. A “perspective view of the chamber with these openings
numbered is given in figure 2, while an elevation is given in f&nre 3, both being diagrammatic.
The uses of these openings vary somewhat with the particular type of augine being twted, but
the following may be taken es typical:

-(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(lo)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

- (16)
(17)
(18)
(19)

&r inlet tu cha-rnber. Controlled by a valve.
Exhaust outlet from engine. (One side of “V” motor.)
kamonia to cooling coils in chamber.
Exhaust outlet from engine. (One side of “V” motor.)
Thermocouple leads.
OiI inlet, connecting @ pressure tank outside chamber to engine sump.
Bleeder valve to admit sir to chamber.
Ckd.i.ne inlet to carburetor.
Shaft connecting engine to dynamometer.
Oil WO&g W8t01? &MJ.

Electric light and ignition wires.
Air pipe connecting chamber ta exhauster.
Exhaust gas sampling tubes.
Exhaust cooEng water inlet.
Jacket water inlet.
Jacket water outlet.
Pressure tub- to manometer board.
Carburetor air inlet.
Pressure tubes ta manometer board aqd engine controls.

TEE ENGINE SUFPORT.

The engine support was designed for the purpose of duplicating as nearly as possiile the
fkmibiIity and the inertia of the typical fusehqge mounting. The de=@ devdoped ties
possible an accurate adjustment of stifln- as regards transverse and vertkal vibration and
m tation about each of the three principal axes of the engine. %nce no data were at hand ss
ta the corresponding characteristics of any fuselage mountings, the support was comdructed
on the basis of estimates of these constants, and appears to posmss ne~ly th~ desired ch8r8c-
taristim for the engines mounted on it up to the present time.

.
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The design of this mpport is illustrai%din figure 4. l% oak beams, A, in this case 2 by 6
inches by 6 feet 3 inches long, are supported at the ends to form the buis of the mounting.
The engi~e is mounted directly on two supplementary beams, B, of 2 by 4 inch acction and of
the length required for the particular engine under test. These suppknnentary beams are
free from the main beams except at two points where they are bolted together through a thin
separating block, C. Two yokes, E, are provided to prevent toreion of the individual beam%
but have no other effect, se they are free from contact with any other part of the structure.

Selection of the dimensions of the main beams and adjustment of the spacing between
the points of support of the secondary beams permits of adjustment of vertical and lateral
stiffness and approximate adjustment of resistance about vertical and horizontal axes at right
angles to the axis of the crmk shaft, Stiflness as regards rotation about the latter axis can
be adjusted by a third beam of proper dimensiom rigidly connected at the ends and to the
yoke rods F, although the addition of this member has not been found necessary.

THE AIR COOLING SYSTEMS.

The air cooling system may be dikided into three parts, the refrigerating plant, the cooling
sptem for the cmburetm air, and the cooling system for the interior of the altitude chamber.

The refrigerating plant is installed in the left-hand portion of the building, as seen in
figure 1. The ammonia compressor is a 9 by 9 inch, double cylinder, vertical, inclosed machine,
with a refrigerating capacity of 25 tonsin 24 hours, and was built by the York Mrmu-
facturing CO., York, Pa. It is belt driven from a 50-horsepovwr sIectric motor. The plant
operates on the direct-expansion system, the ammonia condenser being placed against the
outaide of the west wau of the building, with the ammonia receiver along the north wall, buck
of the compressor.

The cooling s~tem for the carburetor air consists of a bunk of ammonia coils mounted
on top of the altitude chamber. The coik are made up of 2,000feet of 1~-inch pipe, inclosed
in a box and insulated with 4 i.nchw of sawdust. The air is made to pass through this box
in a tortuous path, and is then led through an i.nsulatid pipe provided with a set of electric
heating grids and a regulating valve to the test chamber t&ough opening 18. From this inlet
it pas=sesthrough the air meter to the carburetor. In this way warm or cold air may be sup-
plied’ to the intake as required.

The system for. cooling the air within the chamber is made up of a bank of 800 feet of l+f-
inch ammonia coib, placed in the L&hand portion of the altitude chamber, as shown in figures
I and 3. Four motor-driven fana are provided to force the air over these coils, while another
fan is instalIed to circulate the air past the engine itself when desired.

By means of the refrigerating plant and cooling system just described it is possible to
reduce the temperature of the air admitted to the carburetor and that within the tmt chamber
to a point approximating the temperature at any altitude up to about 30,000 to 40,000 feet,
depending upon the size of the engine. Owing to the fact that the temperature can not be
readily controlled by means of the refrigerating plant the air, after cooling and before admission
to the carburetm, is p=md OVera series of electrk grids, by me- of which the temperature
may be raised again and kept at any desired point. The current flowing through three grids
is controlled by conveniently placed switches. Some diiliculty has been experienced due to
the condensation of moisture which occasionally causes a “snowstorm” in the air passage h
the carburetor. It is hoped that this difficulty will be entirely overcome in the new laboratmy,
through the elimination of leaks intQ the refrigerating chamber and the use of what may be
termed a “settling chamber,” through which the air will pass af.@r being cooled, and in which’
the air flow wilI be sc sluggish that the snow will be deposited.

THE JAOKET OJMXJL.ATI.NG WATER 000IJISG SYSTEM.

The jacket water cooling system is shown in figure 6 and is arranged as follows: Above the
altitude chamber is p=hceda cylindrical iron tank conneci%d to the inlet and outlet pipes of the
@e’s ~c~at~g SYS~, and ~~ ~~erpipe from the dy rnahs, while an overflow leads to
the sewer. A thermostat is placed within the tank, the brass rod of this device controlling a pilot
halve which admits or discharges city watar from a beIlows, which in turn controls the main valve
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on the city supply pipe. In cum the temperature of the water in the tank rises above a certain
point, the expansion of the thermostat rod causes the pilot valve to open, admitting water
b the bellows, and thus allowing cold watar from the city supply mains to flow inta the tank.
When the temperature has again fallen the contraction of the thermostat rod closes the pilot
valve and allow the water to escape slowly from the belIowa. Two coil springs then close
the main valve, cutting off the supply.

The thermostat is mouaatedin the fitting through which the watar enters the tank from
the engine jacketa and also from the city mains. It is therefore very sensitive to slight changes
in temperature; a very important matter in a laboratory of this sortj since even a compara-
tively slight variation in the temperature of the circulating water affects the heat distribution
in the entire engine. In practice it has been found possible to hold the temperature of the
jacket water to a variation of about 2° C.

THE EXHAUSTUOOLINGSYSTEM.

The exhaust cooling system is shown diagrammatic.ally in figures 3 and 5, The exhaust-
pipes connected to the engine are water jacketed, the inner pipe extending down about 3 feet
from the exhaust port, while the outer pipe or jacket is continued from the exhaust port to
the main exhaust manifold in the form of a flexible tube. In this way the whole com~tion . .
is flexible. This arrangement iEclearly shown in figure 9. The water from the annular space
mixes with the exhaust gases only at a point a considerable distance from the engine. The
water enters the altitude chamber through opening 14 and is distributed to the Mcrent
exhaust pipes as shown.

The mixture of exhaust gas= and water passes through two 5-inch pipes h the auxiliary
exhaust tank, placed just outside the chamber, as shown in figures 1, 3, and 11. Here the
water is drained off while the gasea paw to the exhauster. The drain pipo h= a drop of about
25 feet, with a seaI at its lower end, which effectually prevents the breaking of the vacuum in
the exhaust tanks.

THE EXHAUSTINGSYSTEM.

The auxiliary exhaust tanks are both connected to a 6-inch main which leads to the
centrifugal exhauater. Another 3-inchpipe is led from the main directly h the altitude chamber
and serves to withdraw the air from the latter, thus maintaining the barometric pressures on
the exhaust and within the chamber approximately equal, By means of a valve communi-
cating with the outside air, placed near the mhauster, the pressures maintained may be easily
regulated irrespective of the speed of the pump.

The exhauster is of tho Nash ‘ ‘hydroturbine” type, size No. 7, made by the Nash Engi-
neering CO., South Norwalk, Corm., and has a rated capacity of 1,500 cubic feet per minute
at a 12-inch vacuum, at 300 r. p, m. (fig, 11). It is belbdriven from a 75-horsepoww, ducc~
current motor, and discharges to a point outside the building.

THE DYNAMOMETER.

The. connection from the engine to the dynamometer is made through the flexible ooupling
shown in figure 6.

The electric dynamometer is mounted on a concreta foundation at the right of the alti-
tude chamber, as shown in figure 1. It was built by the Sprague Works of the General
Electric Co,, and has a rated capacity of 300 horsepower, though it is capable of caring for
considerable overloads. The dynamometer consisti essentially of a direct-current generator,
the field ring of which is free to rotate with the armature, except as this rotation is opposed
by a connection to a scaIe beam, which therefore measures the torque delivered to the machine.
An auxiliary spring balance is also used, interposed between the torque arm of the dyna-
mometer and the scale beam, which servee as a handy means for measuring the approximate
torque, Current from the dynamometer is controlled from a switchboard placed nearby and
may either be dissipated in grids placed outside the building or may be returned to the regular
power lines of the bureau. The dynamometer, with its scale beam, is shown in f@re 10.

As the plant was originaUy laid out for the “Liberty 8“ aeronautic engine, before the
“Liberty 12” was decided upon, the 300-horsepower dynamometer seIected for the purpose is
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FIG.9.–VIEW THROUGH DOOR OF ALTITUDE CHAMBER, SHOWING LIBER~-12 ENGINE MOUNTED “THEREIN.
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FIG.1O.–SPRAGUE 3W-HORSEPOWER ELECTRIC DYNAMOMETER. FIG. 13.–GAUGE BOARDS, SHOWING Manometers. ENGINE CONTROLS, TACHOME-
TERS. AND OTHER MISCELLANEOUS INSTRUMENTS.
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F[G. 11.—EXHAUST-GAS RECEIVING CHAMBERS AND NASH EXHAUSTER WHICI-I MAINTAINS THE REDUCED
PRESSURE IN THE ALT[TUDE CHAMSER.

FIG. 12.–ELscTR1cAL inStrUment TABLE, sHOWING AwARAfus USED FOR TAKING 7EMPERATtJRE
. MEASUREMENTS.
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not capable of carrying continuously the full power of the latter engine. Hence, it was neces-
sary to increase the capaci~, which was done by the addition of a apmially deaigncd wa.$er
brake. This brake consists of alternate fixed and rotating perforated steel plates. It is illus-
trate in figure 7.

The rotor is mounted on the shaft of the eh+ctricdynamometer and the stator is mounted
on the dynamometer field, so that the two always operate together; yet the water brake, when
empty, does not interfere with the operation of the electric dynamometer. The vratm brake
aIone can absorb about 400 horsepower at 1,800 r. p. m.

& unique feature of this brake, made possible by the fact that it is integnd with the
electric dynamometer, which cares for the adjuatimenteof load, is that it can bo operated at
any one of four tied water levek corresponding b four oblong outlets in the casing. When
any one of th~e outlets is opened and the rate of water flow is approximately adjusted, a
constant water level is maintained, which is reasonably independent of small variations in
supply pressure. Operated in this way, the water brake is quite satisfactory, being free from
the tendency to “drift” toward higher or lowar loads with srnaUchanges in water pressure.

THE GAUGEBOARDSANDENGINECONTROLS.

The copper tubes for the manometers and the engine control cables are all carried to two
boards, mounted at the front righhhaad corner of tha altitude chamber as shown in figure 13,
and so arranged that one man can control the entire plant and at the same time conveniently

“ see We measuring instruments. In this way the whole plant is under the observation and
direction of the chief operator at all times.

The spark and throttle levers work in graduated quadrants, which indicate the exact
positions of the levers on the engine. The number of these control levers may be varied to
suit the number of attachments provided with any particular engine. “

The “instrumentsmounted on the gauge board are as follows:
(1) Venturi gauge for carburetor inlet air.
(2) Barometer and thermometer.
(3) Manometer for carburetor float chamber pressure.
(4) Manometer for exhaust back pressure.
(5) Auxiliary barometer.
(6) Mmometer showing average pressure in exhaust manifold.
(7) Mknometer ahowing the pr~me &ffmence between the entrance to the car-

buretor air Venturi and chamber.
(8) Venturi gauge for jacket water.
(9) Venturi gauge for exhaust cooling water.

(10) Venturi gauge for oil cooling water.
(11) Indicator showing fluctuation of ~~b~ pr~ure from that desired.
(12) Manome& showing avw%e prwsme ~ Met manifold above carburetor choke.
(13) Manometer showing ~erace in pr=sure between entrance ti carburetor ~d

chamber.
(14) Manometer showing carburetor choke pressure.
(16) Manometer indicat~ tie prwsme ~mence between the exhaust port and

the chamber.
~ (16). venturi gauge on gasoIine supply line.

Besidw the above, there we ~ re@ar gawe~ ~ indi~torasupplied with the particukw
type of engine under test, wtich ~ the case of the ‘ ‘fiberty 12” include:

L Vapor thermo~ter givi~ jacket Met water temperature.
2. Vapor thermometer gi~ j~k~tou~et Watir i%mperature.
3. Vapor thermometer giving oil inlet temperature.
4. Vapor thermometer giving oil outlet temperature.
6. Oil pressure gauge.
6. Combined starting stitch and ammeter for D~COignition syst.am.

A revolution CO~teT, provided ~th a mawetirq M WIJ1 ss a hand Clukh, is attached~tc
the dynamometer shaft.
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M33ASUEEMENT OF Am FLOW TO CIABBU13EN)R.

Two means have been used to measure th amount of air flowing ta the carburetor; a Thomas
meter and a Venturi tube.

The Thomas meter used was specially built for the aItitude ~boratory and consisted of a
wooden box 6 inches square on the inside and 16 inches long which contained a heating grid
between two sets of thermocouples. The principle of operation was simply that a given energy
put into the heating grid would cause a rise in temperature (measured by the thermocouples)
inversely proportional to the mass flow of air.

The heating unit was merdy a length of resistance wire strung back and forth across the -
middle of the box. In practice an E. ht. F. of 60 vo~tawas impressed on it, giving current of
2.9 amperas. The thermal eIement consisted of 20 copper+onstantan coupk in series, four
junctions being incased in each of five stream-lined struts phced in each end of the box. The
four couples were equally spaced down the Ier@h of the strut so that the result of dl the couples
gave an average for the temperature rise over the whole cross section.

This meter was eventually destroyed in a small he in the ahitude chamber and was then
replaced by a large 6-inch Venturi with a 3-inch throat. The Venturi, however, was calibrated
against a second Thomas meter specially supplied by the Cdd3ammer Co. This meter
used resistance thermometers in place of the thermocouples and measured the watts input for a
constant temperature rise. The connections from the Venturi meter are carried to the man-
OInOtOrboard.

m~!rulw aummmmmm-rs.

The following temperature measurements are made by me~ of thermocouples:
(1) Temperature rise of oil cooling water.
(2) Carburetor air at entrance to Venturi meter.
(3) Rise in jacket water temperature.
(4) Jacket water outlet.
(5) Exhaust ccoIing water inlet.
(6) Rise in exhaust water temperatum.
(7) ‘Chamber temperature.
(8) Oil temperature at engine inlet.
(9) Oil temperature at engine outlet.

(10) Carburetor air, taken at the air horn.
(11)InIet manifold tmnperature.
(12), Gasoline temperature.

The leada from the thermoccuphs pass through opening 5 (see fig. 2) in the aide walI of
the altitude chamber to a table on which me mounted the necessary switches and potentiometer
as shown in figure 12. The galvanometersis swung in a special cradle monnted on a solid concrete
pier to eliminate so far as possible the tiecte of vibration. Considerable difliculttywas experi-
enced in the early operation of the plant owing to the lack of a proper support for the galva-
nometers. The vibrations from the engine are transmitted through the ground, so that even the
concrete pier was not sticiently steady, but the present arrangement has done awiiy with this
trouble to a Iarge extant. .

The thermocouples are tillcoppe~onstantan couples, the junctions being made by twisting
the ends of the wires together and soldering with silver solder. The set of coupks at present is
made up Mfollows: anice junction common to three junctions placed in the oil pip=, m ice junc-
tion cammonto seven junctions used about the carburetor and as spares, an ice junction and a
junction suspended in the chamber to measure the room temperature, an ice junction and one
junction inserted in the carburetor airline above the Venturi, an ice junction and two junctions
placed in the outlet and inlet jacket water pipes, and outside the chamber a circuit of three
junctions, one in the water main and two in the exhaust tanks.

All couple wires are wrapped with tape for insulation and to prevent rubbii and to give
them body. They are connectid with rosin-soldered joints ta capper leads passing through the
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wall of the chamber and brought out to a dial switch with all copper contacts. Before being
fastened to the switi, each cuuple has a small coil of manganin wire connected in series and
adjusted to give it an equal resistance to all other couples. The switch has+a rotating arm which
carries two copper spring contacts which bear in tu.rg upon the copper contacts to which the
couples are attached.

From the arm the circuit is completed through a carefully made manganin resistance of
0.029 ohms, a manganin dial resistance box adjustab~ein steps of 0.1 obm to 1,000 ohms, a gal-
vanometersand a key. The 0.029 ohm resistance forms part of a potentiometer circuit consisting
of a dry cdl, a milliammeter, a double throw switch and a slide wire rheostat. Another branch
circuit is controlled by the closing of a double-pole switch, which serves to connect a carefully
balanced pair of resktmm coik of approfiatiy 86 ok each, and these together with the
dry cell, galvanometers,resistance box, and thermal element, form a Vi%eatstonebridge.

The potentiometer affords a means of measuring the stmsititity of the galvanometar as
follows: Across two terrnimdaof the dial switch a coil is connectwd having the same resistance
se the thermal elemenk but Witiout their thermobctiic property. The arm is placed on
these terminals, md the sensitivity k then feud by wtabmg a daite current through the
potentiometer (5o damps) and observing the ga.hmometer deflection. This has been found
subject to variation on account of the heavy macfiery in its neighborhood, but can always be
brought back to ita origiml vduo by an adjustment of the resistance box.

The Wheatstone bridge serves to compme the resistance of the different couples up ta tho
point of attachment to the dial switch and is sensitive to 0.1 ohm, this being amply sensitive
for the purpose.

Thus, from this set up, the E. M. F. of any t_coupIe maybe memured by the current
it establishes through the galv~ometi; tiwith the bridge ~d pot~tiometer the conditions
of measurement oan be made equal for W couples and held constant at all times.

FUELWEIQIUNQDllVIUE.

The fuel used by the engine maybe measured in either of two ways; by means of an accu-
rately calibrated tank, or by two tanks mounted on platform scales. The first method gives
the volume and the second thweight of fuel used. When using the we* tanks a twt may
be run continuously, one txmlcbeing filled while the other is emptying, or two fuels maybe com-
pared, as follows: One tank if fled witi th fUClto be tested ~d the second with a standard
comparison fuel. The engine is run tit on the standard fuel and is then changed over the
tast fu~ after which a third run is made on the standard fuel. In this way the least possible
variation in engine condition is involved.

Storage of fuel is provided in underground ta~, while the measuring tanks are mounted
on a platform placed above and in front of the altitude chamber. The fuel is pumped to thw
and then flows by gravity to the carburetor. Fuel in the engines tested is kept at the pressure
of the chamber by connection through flexible copper tubes.

MISCELLANEOUSEQ~.

Suitable pipe connections me provided for obtaining s~ples of the exhaust gases from the
engine, these samples then being analyzed in an Orsat apparatus.

A compressed air system for feeding oil to the engine sump and a means for cooling the oil
during a test have been installed.

The laboratory is well supplied with tools and the necessary work benches, so that all ordi-
nary small repairs to both the etim and plmt may be made without outside assistance.

A device for damping out fluctuation in the city water pressure supplied to the plant forms
part of thOauxiliary equipment.

GE~ LOGOF OP~TIO~

Work on the altitude laboratory, as previously stated, was begun in August, 1917, and
the plant was ready for the preliminary installation of an engine for test purposes in November
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of that yesr. The fit engine to be mounted in the chsmber was a “Liberty 8,” one of the
first series of five engines built for experimental purposes. AIthough this engine was set up
in the teat chamber in November, there remained many minor item of experimental equip-
ment ta be completed and “tuned up” before tds could be begun.

Among these were the development of fkilie water-oooled exhaust connections, the
completion of air and water piping, the adjustment of the jacket water thermostat and Venturi
meter, the installation of pressure manomekws, gssoline “weighing attachinents, and temper-
ature messuring devices. The securing of air-tightness of the doors and other cmnections to
the chamber, and a multitude of other minor matters, too numerous to mention, all tuok con-
siderable time.

On Ilecember 26,1917,thefist test run was made with the “Liberty 8“ engine for the
comparison of two grades of fuel, and for data on the wntamination and deterioration of
lubricating oil.

On January 4, 1918, the tit test at reduced pressure was made, the lowest premme
obtained be@ 44 cm. below atmosphere, corresponding b an shitude of about 26,OOOfact.

In all, seven tests were run witi this first experimental engine, representing about 15 hours
actual running time. The records of these fit teate show many stops for verious causes,
most of which were chargeable to diflicultiea with the engine. This was to be expecte~ since
the 8-cylinder model had not at that time reached a stage of perfection to wsmmt its use for
research purposes. In fact at that time this model had been temporarily abandoned in favor
of the l%ylinder engine, which was then being perfected

On Janusry 19, a connecting rod gave way during test No. S, and it wss decided ta abandon
the “Liberty 8,” then obsolete, and continue work with m Hispano+uim engine until the
“Libexty 12” w= in shape for research on altitude effects.

On Jsmuwy 25, the &st experimental run was made with the Hispanc-Suiza engine.
This test included the fit compleb set of observations under conditions corresponding to a
ties of altitudes up to 30,000 feek

In the interval between January 25, 1918, and January 31, 1919, about 150 compIete
altitude “flights” were made, comprising onIy a little 1- than 1,000 hours of actual engine
operation.

Observations have been made with the following models of aircraft engines:
“Liberty 8.”
Hispano-%iza, 150-horsepower.
Hispano-Suizi% 180-horsepower.
Hispano-Suiza, 300-horsepower.
“Libertg 12,” 40&horsepower.

Of these models sevcd different engines of the 150-horsepower Hispmm-Suiza, 180-
horsepower Hispano+uiza, and “Liberty 12” types have been included.

b mentioned previoudy, the operation of the “fiberty 12” required the addition of a
water brake to the dymwnometer, aud a number of other modifications in the equipment.
These changes were made, and the tit series of runs with the “Liberty 12” was begun on
October 10,1918.

GENERALNATUREOF lZIE?EARCHUNDER’I%KEN.

The problem first presented by the National Advisory Committee for solution by the use
of the altitude laboratory, was that of b performance of diEerent gracks of gasoline at high
altitudes in tgpical sirmaft enginee. The lubrication divkion of the S&ml Corps requested
also the preservation of ssmpks of the lubricating oil to detetrine the effect of fuel composi-
tion and of ahitude, on the deterioration of such oils. A stafl of two or three men was detaiIed
by the hdmication ditilon to tit in securing the desired data.

As different grades of fuel affect engine povm and performance only to a very slight
axtent, the satisfactory solution of this problem required the highest possi%le accuracy in
obtaining complete data on engine performance, as previously outlined. Thus, a practice was
established by which all the measurements of power, speed, fuel consumption, bmometric
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pressure, air and water flow, temperature, and pmwu.re, provided for by the apparatus, are
ouetomarily made, no matter what is the immediate purpose of the test in hand, The result
is, in addition to the data directly desired, an accumulation of valuable supplementary data
on engine performance, much of which hw not yet been analyzed.

Obsmvations have been made to determine speci&ally the following relations:
(1) Horsepower-sUituc!e relation for engines at normal sped
(2) Horsepower-peed relation at a range of altitudes up to 30,000 feet.
(3) Horsepower-compression ratio for norrmd speed, using compression ratios of

4.7, 5.3, and 6.2 to 1 at a range of altitudas up to 30,000 feet.
(4) Horsepower-inlet air temperature at a range of speeds and altitudes.
(5) Effect of variation of intake pressure on horsepower at a range of altitudes, to

simulate the effect of supercharging equipment.
(6) Effect of *aust back pressure on horsepower, over alimhkd range of pressures.
(7) Mechtical 10SSSSat various speeds, altituchx+ and engine temperatures.
(8) Metering characteristics of a number of different types of csrburetom, with

and without altitude compensation or control, for the full range of speeds
and altitudes.

(9) Optimum mixture ratios for maximum power over the range of speeds and
altitudes, tith several different carburetors,

(10) The performance of a numbm of automatio and hand operated altitude com-
pensation devices for different carburetors.

(11) The total heat distribution for all speeds end air densities at full throttle.
(12) The performance of special fuels: “Hector,” a combination of oycbhexane

and benzol; “Al*gas,” a combination of alcohol, benzol, g~oline, and
ether, at a compression ratio of 7.2 to 1.

Other relations have been investigated from time to time. Moreover, the detailed records
taken for each test include much information bearing on other characteristics of engine pw
formance, such as for instarq the behavior of spark plugs and ignition systems under condi-
tions of low air pressure and temperatur~

APPENDIX

TEE NEWDYNAMOMETERAND~TITUDE LABORATORY

As previously stated, the altitude laboratory will soon be housed in a permanent building,
which is being erected near the present temporary sfructure. A floor plan and side devation
of this building are given in figure 8. As will be seen from these drawings the building hsa a
rectangular floor plan measuring 50 by 150 feet, and is constructed of brick and concrete in a
thoroughly substantial manner.

The altitude chambers, of which there are two, are built at the west end of the building.
A cantd psasageway connects the two chambers, with separate doors into the chambers and
into the main laboratory. The chambers are identical as to their interior arrangements. The
cooIing coils me mounted in the upper portion of the chambers, and the exhaust is carried to
settling tanks in a pit alongside the west wdl of thebuilding. The vacuum pumps with their
electric motors are placed near these tanb, as shown. In tasting a single large engine at high
alttiudes the doors between the two chanibers may be left open, which permits the hse of the
two vaouum pumps and banks of cooling coils, thus greatly increasing the capacity of the plant.

In connection with one of the chanibers, two 300-horsepower electric dynamometers and
with the other one 400-homepower dynamometer will be used. The necswry switchboards
and the grids for dissipating the electrical energy are clearly shown in the elevatio~ The
foundations of the dynamometers are provided with extension bedplates at the ends opposite
the chambem, on which to mount engines for test purposes when it is not necessary to conduct
the tests at other than ground conditions. When running in this way the coupling between
the altitude chambers and the dynamometers can be easily disconnected,
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A space is provided in the center of the fioor plan for the installation of either a drum or
tractor type dynamometer, on which to test motor vehicles and transmission assemblies. The
power delivered to the drums or caterpillars may be transmitted by ohaina to the two electric
dynamometers shown in the drawings. Like the ones for the altitude laboratory, they are
arranged with extension bedplates so that they may be used to test separate engines when
required.

A third dynamometer with a capacity of 60 horsepower is arranged for coupling to any
type of smaU engine or to the drive shaft of a rem axle assembly for teat purposm.

The exhaust gases from the different engines, except those in the altitude chambers, will
pass to an underground duct, from which they will be withdrawn by an exhaust fan duoharging
through a pipe to the roof.

For about onethird of its length it the imst end the building is divided into a basement,
main, and mezzanine floors. In the basement is placed the refrigerating plant for the altitude
laboratory, with spsca left for other machinery. The north side of this portion of the main
floor is occupied by the machine shop, designed to csre for all the ordinary repairs ta the plant
and engines. On the south side are located the office, toilet and wash room, and the tool and
storerom. The mezzanine floor is divided into two laboratory rooms, whioh may be used
for any of the lightar testing apparatus.

The plant will be equipped with traveling chain hoieta for the convenient handling of
engines and other apparatus, and with the necessary work benches, etc.


